Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are frequently used in logic synthesis.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the interest in logic synthesis based on WGAs and Pass Transistor Logic (Prz) has been renewed. These techniques and the resulting circuits have several desirable properties, amongst them improved power dissipation, circuit speed and area as well as high design quality by consideration of layout aspects during synthesis [IS, 3,7, 14, 13, 51. These techniques make use of ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) as introduced in [2] . Their size often critically depends on the chosen variable ordering.
In applications like logic synthesis it is most important to determine a good ordering, since a reduction in the number of BDD nodes directly transfers to a smaller chip area.
Heuristical approaches [9. 161 cannot guarantee an optimal result and often yield BDDs up to twice the size of the best known solution. Since this is a serious.problem, exact algorithms have been proposed 18, 11, 12, 4, 61. Due to the NP-completeness of the problem of improving a given variable ordering [I] . all suggested approaches so far have longer runtimes compared to heuristics. A main reason for the long runtimes of all known approaches is that they require many time-consuming movements of variables through the BDD. Hence, there is a strong demand for faster solutions.
In this paper a new exact algorithm for the computation of an optimal variable ordering is presented. As all other exact algorithms presented so far, the core technique is based on [8] in combination with branchbbound. But in contrast to previous approaches, a new state expansion technique without expensive movement of variables through the BDD is used. Experiments show that significant runtime reductions can he observed on benchmark functions, i.e. for the functions considered an improvement of up to 63.9% has been obtained. ( 1 5 i l n ) into two cofactors in xi is carried out in each node, yielding a "then-successor" via a 1-edge and an "else-successor" via a 0-edge (as an example for a BDD see Figure 2 , the annotated variable sets for now can be ignored and are explained later in Section 4.1). In the following, only reduced, ordered BDDs are considered and for briefness these graphs are called BDDs. Redundant nodes are assumed to be eliminated and variables are encountered at most once and in the same order (the "variable ordering". e.g. 
PRELIMINARIES
XI < x2 < x3 < xq in
PREVIOUS WORK
To keep the paper self-contained, the fastest approaches to exact BDD minimization known so far 14, 61, which are based on the framework of [l I], are briefly reviewed.
Suppose the BDD for a multi-output function f : B" + Bm is minimized. In brief, the optimal variable ordering is computed iteratively by computing for increasing k's minrostr for each kelement subset 1 of X,, until k = n: then, the BDD has a variable ordering yielding a BDD size of minrosrx,. This is an optimal variable ordering. In [4] an effective lower bound known from VLSl design was used and in [ 
Theoretical Background and Idea
Reconsidering the exact minimization algorithm described in section 3. it can be observed: In step k, the algorithm expands all states I with /I) = k -1 to all possible successor states I' = I U {xi} for xi E X, \ I. Annotated are the sets of variables the cofactors essentially depend on. There are two cofactors depending essentially on x3 and in fact two nodes residing on the third level for the given ordering 21 < x2 < z3 < xl. With the annotated sets it can be seen (wirhou:
actually moving a variable), that there would also be two nodes labeled x4 in the third level for the ordering 21 < zz < x d < zs, since again two cofactors essentially depend on z~.
This argument is used in step k (expanding a state I with 1 1 1 = k -1) of Algorithm NE0 in Figure 1 as follows: Let us assume a BDD F for I with an ordering ?r respecting n(1) = I. Computing the terms label(F;, xi) simplifies to counting the cofactors which depend essentially on x;. This can be done with a procedure traversing the nodes in the levels 1 I1 + 1, . . . , n, which does not involve movements of variables through the BDD. Hence, no expensive graph reconstruction operations are needed anymore.
Implementation
Assume, the routine computedependencies sketched in Figure 3 is called for a BDD F representing f with variable ordering n such that ?r( I) = I and level = /II. First, for every node U in the levels level + 1, . . . , n a bit mask is computed, where the bit corresponding to the index of a variable is set iff the function represented by zi essentially depends on this variable. The mask will represent the set of variables, the function represented by this node essentially depends on like annotated in Figure 2 . This is done bonom up first considering the index of the variable, the node is labeled with (since the function represented clearly depends on that variable). Then, all bits set in the mask of the then-successor of v or in the mask of the else-successor of U are set in the mask of U (a bitwise "or"-operation). The annotated sets in Figure 2 demonstrate the idea of this construction.
Afterwards a counter for every variable xi E X , is increased, iff a cofactor in all variables in I = {x.(,). . . . , xn((.vr~)} essentially depends on xi. This can now be tested by inspecting the bit masks of those nodes traversed, which are referenced directly, thus representing these cofactors (in Figure 3 these nodes are denoted cofnodes (F, level) ). Hence, in this array of counters, all terms label(F,,x,) = Idep(f, I , x , ) l for xi E X, \ I I' does nor involve any further variable movements.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All experimental results have been carried out on a system with an Athlon processor running at I .4 GigaHz using an upper memory limit of 300 MByle and a runtime limit of 2O.ooO CPU seconds. The new algorithm is called N E 0 and is compared to the best approaches to exact BDD minimization known so far, called Fizz [41 and the top-down version of JANUS [6] . All algorithms have been implemented with the CUDD package (171 and were tested in the same system environment. In a series of experiments all algorithms were applied to the set of benchmark circuits from LGSynth93. The results are given in Table 1 . In the first column the name of the function is given.
shows the number of BDD nodes needed for the minimal representation. In the columns time the runtimes in CPU seconds for FizZ.
JANUS and the new approach NE0 are given. The last column space shows the space requirement of the new approach NE0 in MByte. Due to space limitation, this paper is focussed on the comparison of runtimes. The author remarks. that the space requirement of N E 0 is almost exactly the same as for JANUS given in (61.
As the results show, the new approach N E 0 is faster than Fizz and JANUS in almost every case. Especially for larger examples a reduction in runtime by up to 63.9% in comparison to FizZ is achieved (see e.g. m u , cml50a. cps). The gain in comparison to JANUS is up to 31.3% (see e.g. s820, ~8 3 2 ) .
On average, the reduction in runtime is 47.5% in comparison to FizZ. The average gain compared to JANUS is 18.8%. The results show that the new state expansion technique is a very robust improvement, that significantly outperforms the algorithms FizZ and JANUS.
CONCLUSIONS
A new exact algorithm for determining an optimal variable ordering for BDDs has been presented. It uses a new technique for state expansion, where time-consuming movements of variables through the BDD are not needed. Experimental results are reported that clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the presented approach. A comparison to the best minimization algorithms known so far shows that runtime can he reduced by up to 63.9%. This idea was firs1 used in [6] and is used again in the implementation of the approach presented here. Last but not least thanks also go to P. Malik 
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